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Next meeting
Wednesday June 5th 6 PM
Brush Barn
Annual Picnic
Note the early start time.
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NOTES FROM
THE PRESIDENT

MIKE DAUM

F

or my nearly 30 years as a woodworker, I have worked out
of my own home shop. Lately, I’ve had a chance to observe
some colleagues of mine work along side of me in a large
shop on their own projects and have found that some people may
be better off in another profession. Or work in an environment
for themselves. I’m sure some of you will relate - not just to me,
but as the colleague.
To explain, one of the first things my mentor taught me about
woodworking is that the material you work with is organic. Not
the USDA approved kind of organic, but a product of nature that
is unpredictable in its stability. With this in mind, you must learn
to adapt to the material, oftentimes finding it necessary to make
“modifications” in design and appearance. Without this ability to
“move with the wood”, you will only find yourself constantly
frustrated, maybe even angered.
When I am in a shared work environment, it is upsetting to witness others cursing and throwing pieces and tools in frustration
when a task is attempted. Worse yet, blaming others who may
have previously handled the material when something goes wrong
for them. This simply does not solve any problems. The best
woodworker is one who approaches an obstacle as a challenge to
overcome - and finds a way to resolve the issue without malice to
the material. It is never the fault of the wood if what you want it
to do doesn’t work. The wood was not created for your benefit.
You benefit from the creation and cooperation of the wood.
This is why sample boards, mock-ups, and test runs are so critical
using the same material. You never know how the wood will tear
out in the planer, or how it will behave when ripping on the table
saw. Plan for the best, prepare for disaster. But above all things,
remain calm and approach your moves logically. You won’t find
me working nearby you for long if you do not keep peace with
your piece and hold a true reverence for wood. And you may actually enjoy what you’re doing!
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All members are invited to
our Third
Plane Shaving Competition
Wednesday July 3rd
at the Monthly Meeting
7 PM at Brush Barn
The rules are simple: Bring your handplanes in, as sharp as you can make
them, and then take a shaving and
sumbit up to three. The thinnest
shaving wins.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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SECRETARY’S NOTES

JIM HEICK

he May 1st meeting started around 7:15. Bob Urso addressed the members. Mike Daum was present
but occupied setting up for our guest speaker.

T

Our guest was Steve Meltzer from Steinway. His topic for the evening was Egg Shell Veneering.
Max Reff, a student from Ward Melville High School was visiting the club. Max was referred by his teacher,
club member Mark Seusser.
The picnic is being held June 5th. A request for a volunteer to run this event was put out to the members. A
great big thank you to Steve Costello for stepping up to run this event.
The July meeting, Wednesday, July 3rd will be a Round Robin. Volunteers are needed to demonstrate all
phases of woodworking. Please see Bob Urso to sign up.
All Sigs were represented this evening.
Woodturners were represented by its President, Steve Fulgoni. The SIG’s meeting will be on Platters. The
chapter challenge is “Lidded Boxes”. Joel Rakower demonstrated the art of making the “Lidded Boxes” at the
April SIG meeting.
Scroll Saw SIG was represented by Babara Reardon- The chapter challenge is Placques.
Carving SIG was represented by Steve Blakely- general carving will be discussed
Cabinet Makers SIG was represented by Harry Slutter. Harry discussed the recent workshop by Ron
Hermann. Jim Clancy spoke about the weekend. The workshop was well received by all members who
attended the workshop. A special thank you to Harry Slutter and Bob Schoendorf for organizing this event.
Next months chapter challenge is JIGS.

The “TOYS FOR TOTS” toy maker group was represented by Steve Eckers and Larry Wagner. Additional
plans were distributed and both asked for volunteers to help this cause.
SHOW and TELL
Mike Josiah presented a Platter made of maple with a tree inlay.
Alan Tiercy presented his Fret work which he sought inspiration from various gift card patters. The fret
work was made on 1/16 Baltic birch plywood. Both positive and negative images of his creations were shown
to the members.
Jim Brown demonstrated a clever use of a Werner folding ladder, which he converted to a 12” x 40” work
table. An addition of an MDF work top, resulted in a 26” x 60” work table. Easily assembled and disassembled for easy storage.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Doug Plotke presented a set of Veneers. The set was created by Constantine’s. The set was from the 1940’s.
Many members commented on the pristine condition and the usefulness of such a set of veneers.
The guest speaker for the evening was Steve Meltzer. Steve is no stranger to the club. He has given numerous seminars on various topics. This evening’s topic is “Eggshell Veneering” and Gold leafing.
The topic described the art of embedding roasted egg shells embedded into soft lacquer and clear coated to
preserve.
Steve spoke of creating patterns on a black painted surface. Patterns are transferred to the surface using
graphite paper and the eggshell pieces and glued to the pattern. After sanding the artwork, the shells can be
colored using standard food coloring dyes.
The technique described above, though brief, has been done by the Chinese for thousands of years.
Steve also demonstrated the art of gold leafing. This is a technique used by Steinway. It is used to add various designs to the piano. This is done by using a medium viscosity modeling paste into a squeeze bottle. The
gold leaf material can be purchased 25 sheets (3-1/8 x 3-1/8) at a cost of approx. $80.00. These can be purchased at art stores, such as Janovic Paint and Decorating Centers. A special thank you to Steve for taking
the time to demonstrate this craft.
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TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

he May 2013 turners meeting was held on 5/9 and led by President Steve Fulgoni.

T

The AAW symposium will be in Tampa this coming June. Many local members will be attending. If you
would like to meet up with them while there, please contact Steve Fulgoni.
Our SIG now is covered by the AAW Insurance in addition to the clubs insurance.
The grant request from the AAW has come through! We have $1000.00 towards a new lathe. These are exciting times for our SIG.
We have been looking into renting space to house the new lathe at the Huntington Art League. For now we
have 1 night and one Saturday per Month for 3 hours each day reserved. We will be able to hold workshops,
hands on clinics and just have use of a nice large lathe on these days. There is also a possibility of our club
(or members) holding classes on turning at the league. More on that at a later date.
The Huntington Art League is located on Cuba Hill Rd. Just north of Northern State Parkway right after
Route 231 turns sharply to the west.(Left).
The cost for the rent is $65.00 per session or $125.00 per month. Our aim is to make this self funded. A vote
was taken and a large majority of people said they would pay $120.00 for a years use of the room and lathe
at the Art League. If this is not something you want to do, you can always come by. There will be a small
charge per day to help cover the costs.
Lathes being looked into are the Powermatic 3520, Oneway 2436, Robust Sweet 16 and the Robust AB25
A committee was set up to look into the benefits and costs of each.
New Members tonight were Max Reff and James Clancy
Tonight’s demo was on Platters given by Steve Fulgoni
Steve likes to use a screw chuck. Use the biggest jaws you own on the chuck for more stability.
If the wood is very dry, wet the rim of the jaws slightly to raise the grain of the wood. You will get a better
grip. The screw is the only part inserted into the wood, but it is the jaws that give the strength and stability.
While green wood is fine for a bowl, Dry wood is much better for a platter. Its more stable and will not move
as much. As platters are normally think and flat, any warping will be very noticeable.
6/4 wood is an excellent choice for a platter. Use a glue block to mount it though as a screw chuck may go
into the wood too much.
Practice different cuts as you turn. For a finish cut always use a push cut as it gives you the best tool finish.
Steve cut a recess in the bottom of the platter by setting the size first with a set of calipers and then cutting
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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the recess with a bedan tool. He then cut a dovetail into the recess with a dovetail scraper.
Steve makes his own dovetail scraper from a normal scraper. (Much cheaper)
Reverse chuck by using dovetail jaws fit into the recess. Flatten the surface and hollow out the platter.
Next Months Challenge is to make a platter.
Have fun!
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CHARLIE FELSEN

LISA
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BOB SCHENDORF

THE BURN BARREL

I

’ve come to the conclusion that woodworkers are a lot like jazz musicians, we expect folks to applaud for
every note we play. Let me explain. Being tired of listening to the same songs over and over on main
stream radio, I recently started exploring the “lower end” of the dial, you know, the double digits. Of
course I stumbled on a jazz station which caught my ear and was able to keep my ever poking finger off of
the buttons.
The music was great and I was enjoying it until I noticed a couple of annoying patterns. First and foremost;
the DJ’s. I’m sure they still consider themselves disc jockeys. Aside from being truly impressed with the
sound of their own voices, and how cool it sounds when they swallow into the mike, their uncanny talent
for the dramatic pause, and the way they speak about their beloved jazz, as if they were reading from tablets
given to them atop of Mount Sinai, as opposed to just reading liner notes. (And you know they are still playing vinyl, they are so cool!) It kind of got to the point where I wanted to put my fist through the radio, just
to see if I could grab that ultra hip DJ by his golden throat.
Then there was the music, plenty of live recordings, which was cool. But after a while I noticed that audience
applauded every time a member of the ensemble played anything resembling a solo. And apparently every
song of every set of every jazz concert has a solo built in for each member. It’s like the law of improvisation
or something. And the audience seems to be ok with it. I don’t get it. If I’m out at a concert, probably paying a pretty penny to be entertained, I want to relax and enjoy. I promise I will applaud at the end of every
song; I appreciate all of your hard work and effort; please don’t make me applaud four times a song. It’s just
too much work!
So how does that tie in with woodworkers? Recently, I was building a live edge walnut coffee table. The top
was made up of two book matched slabs whose grain intersected perfectly at the glue joint creating a really
beautiful effect. Of course the slabs had a couple of sizeable cracks running through them and a friend of mine
asked if I was going to apply a couple of butter fly patches across the top to keep them from separating further. I scratched my head, looking at the grain pattern, not wanting to corrupt it and asked him; “What are
the chances of this being some of that self healing walnut I’ve heard so much about?”
Well, I ignored them (the cracks) for a couple of days and to no one’s surprise, they didn’t go away. I circled
around the table for an hour or so, a roll of duct tape in hand, but then I realized that nothing good could
come of that.
Then, thanks to my gift for missing the obvious, it came to me. Put the butterfly patches on the underside
of the table. Duh!
Sure, no one will ever notice how well I did or didn’t execute them unless they are crawling around the living room floor looking for spare change, but I’m ok with that. I don’t need someone to applaud every note
I play, I just want them to say; “What a beautiful table!”, and reach for their check book.
To me the point of building something (and again, I try to sell what I build) is to please the end user. A piece
should be taken in and appreciated as a whole. Joinery should kind of be like children, seen and not heard.
In other words, it’s a small piece of the big picture. There to eventually be discovered, if not by the original
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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owner, than perhaps by someone who subsequently comes to own the piece.
On the most primal level, it’s all about design. Is it a good looking piece? Does it serve its purpose? It’s like
kids and dogs, they exist to serve us, not vice versa. (Boy am I going to hear it for that one)
Ready for more heresy? The dovetail; that beloved joint that we hold in such high esteem; the joint that mystifies us. The joint we all climb mountains to learn. And no matter how much we hear; “Practice, practice,
practice”, we continue to seek an easy solution to, and waste countless hours, in countless chat rooms asking
the seemingly ageless question; “pins first or tails first?”, followed by “what’s better? 6 in 1 or 7 in 1? “and of
course; “ I always do eleven degrees, never seven degrees, and here’s why….” News flash folks, to the average
consumer, dovetails are furniture’s equivalent of undercoating on their car. They don’t know why they need
it, but they expect to get it.
And the guys that travel around demonstrating how to cut them have become a modern version of the traveling side show. And for the most part it’s an ugly looking joint regardless of how tight the pins and tails are.
True, it is the perfect solution for joining two pieces of wood at a right angle. Mechanically, there is probably no better way to do it. It takes the end grain out of play, allows for wood movement, and protects drawers from the torque of being pulled forward. I will be the first to admit that there are some folks who can certainly cut a good looking dove tail (I’m not talking about how tight it looks, but a dove tail joint that is actually pleasing to the eye), and incorporate them into a well thought out design. But in general, most of us don’t
have the time, the patience or the will to become that proficient at dove tails.
We should all attend a dovetail seminar at least once in our woodworking career. Just once, and after that,
just get on with our lives. There is a lot more stuff to learn about the craft. (And besides cutting dove tails
involves sharpening. Oy vey! Let’s not go near that quagmire!)
I look at it like this (my head is turned sideways), no seriously, I look at it this way: Most of what we build
is for someone else, so regardless of whether or not you’re getting paid, you’re building for a “client”. And
while some clients do appreciate the little details, most just want a good looking functional piece that is well
made. They can’t define “well made” but they know they want it.
With modern machines, techniques and materials, we have so many options, which are more efficient and
some times more attractive. We have metal drawer slides now (with so many closing features ie; soft close,
self close etc. that most folks don’t want wood slides which will bound some day and aren’t cool ), so the
need for a drawer front being dove tailed to a drawer box has been lessened.
Sliding dovetails, locking rabbets, dadoes, there are many joints to choose from, either out of practicality, efficiency or even for the purpose of a design element.
Learning to cut a hand cut dove tail is a worthy endeavor, but folks just seem to get too obsessed with them.
There is just so much to learn about woodworking, your time could be much better spent. Like thinking
about design, the red headed step child of the woodworking family. I think an aspiring woodworker would
be just as well served by closing the forty seventh article on hand cut dovetails, (“10 Minute Dovetails! And
Lose Fifteen Pounds While Cutting Them!”) he’s read, and pick up a paper and pencil and try his hand at
designing his next project, instead of searching for plans to copy.
How do I build my drawers?..........Dovetails…..machined of course. When you buy a new car do you tell the
sales man to “Hold the undercoating?”
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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JOE REARDON

SSOW

he April 2013 meeting of the Secret Society of Woodcarvers (SSOW) aka Carvers S.I.G. was called to
order by Steve Blakley.

T

We welcomed Michael Kirshbaum as a new member.
Show and Tell:
The following members showed their work:
Iris Zimmerman - Troll Queen
Ed Jerman- carved ornaments with glitter
Michael Kirshbaum – fun painted projects
Richie Z – beaver (work in progress), note the detail.
Featured Speaker:
BARRY SALZBERG – LIW member and multitalented woodworker
TOPIC: LETTER CARVING
Aptly enough, Barry chose to carve “Secret Society of Woodcarvers”. The first step was to draw the letters
on the wood. Quite amazingly, Barry drew perfect letters freehand. As he modestly states, it just takes some
practice.
GREAT JOB, BARRY! MANY THANKS.
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
For Sale: 8 Pony Clamps with 3/4" pipes. Three measure 30", five measure 48". Good shape and all in
working order. $65.
Contact Roger Schroeder, 631-691-2095 or woodchip624@aol.com
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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